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Abstract
In a recent study, students were periodically prompted to self-report
engagementwhile working on computer programming assignments
in a CS1 course. A regression model predicting time-on-task was
proposed. While it was a significant improvement over ad-hoc es-
timation techniques, the study nevertheless suffered from lack of
error analysis, lack of comparison with existing methods, subtle
complications in prompting students, and small sample size. In this
paper we report results from a study with an increased number of
student participants and modified prompting scheme intended to
better capture natural student behavior. Furthermore, we perform
a cross-validation analysis on our refined regression model and
present the resulting error bounds. We compare with threshold
approaches and find that, in at least one context, a simple 5-minute
threshold of inactivity is a reasonable estimate for whether a stu-
dent is on-task or not. We show that our approach to modeling
student engagement while programming is robust and suitable for
identification of students in need of intervention, understanding
engagement behavior, and estimating time taken on programming
assignments.

CCS Concepts
• Social and professional topics → CS1.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Time-on-task is an important topic in computing education research
(CEdR) that is surprisingly under-studied [6]. With few exceptions,
researchers choose arbitrary thresholds to determine if a break
in activity indicates student disengagement or not, resulting in a
hodge podge of cutoff values, of which almost none are empirically
determined. Such haphazard methodologies are a concern, espe-
cially when considering the wide-ranging importance of estimating
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the amount of time a student (or any programmer, for that matter)
spends on a task: time-on-task can be used to determine difficulty of
concepts or assignments, identify struggling students, give students
an idea of how they’re performing relative to their peers, study
attention and engagement patterns, and compare contexts.

A recent study [1] resulted in a first-of-its-kind model that pre-
dicts time-on-task using keystroke logs. The innovation was both in
the model itself, a regression model instead of one that is threshold-
based, and in the methodology, the model being derived from empir-
ical data. Despite methodological shortcomings, the study resulted
in a viable estimation approach backed with material justification.
Our objective in this paper is to present results of two studies that
address methodological issues acknowledged in the original study
and that extend the work, including comparison with the seemingly
ubiquitous threshold approaches.

The study by Edwards et al. [1] showed how a statistical model
could be built to determine the probability of student engagement
by intermittently asking students if theywereworking on their com-
puter programming assignment or not. A plugin was installed in stu-
dents’ coding environments that would record their keystrokes and
when a predetermined amount of inactivity was detected, showed
students a window that asked if they were engaged or not. Re-
searchers built a regression model which could then be used to find
the probability that a student was engaged given a latency between
keystrokes.

The statistical model of engagement worked by querying stu-
dents at randomly selected times from a predetermined set of eight
break lengths: 45 seconds, and 1, 1.5, 2.5, 4.5, 8.5, 16.5, and 32.5
minutes. A shortcoming of this approach is that students may have
been on what would have been say, a 10 minute break, but after
noticing an engagement query at 8 minutes, they decided to return
to their task. This side-effect would artificially increase engagement
rates. A second shortcoming of this approach is that the yes or no
answers did not consider breaks where students were partially en-
gaged; the responses had to be all or nothing. While the proposed
model was based on empirical data, the lack of any error analysis
compromised confidence in its use. Nor was there any analysis of
existing threshold methods – despite the fact that thresholds are
generally arbitrary, some statistical justification should be made
before discontinuing their use.

This paper has five specific contributions to this line of inquiry:
C1 Reactive queries prompt students only after they have re-

turned to interaction with their coding environment. Reac-
tively querying students in this manner allows us to observe
the natural duration of a student’s inactivity without chang-
ing their behavior during the break.

C2 Queries allow students to respond with what percent of their
break they were engaged instead of just whether they were
engaged or not.
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C3 Cross-validation error analysis shows us how well our meth-
ods model student engagement. We find that the model is
robust and can be relied on to estimate important measures
like time spent on assignments.

C4 We include a detailed comparison with threshold approaches
and, somewhat unexpectedly, empirical validation of a 5-
minute threshold in one context.

C5 We conducted our study with 92 participants, more than six
times the 15 participants in the original study.

We find that, even given the flaws of the original study, the
regression model was reasonably robust and accurate, though our
refined model has tighter error bounds. We also find that, in the
context of our CS1 course, a 5-minute threshold for determining
engagement is surprisingly reasonable, easing implementation for
educators who prefer something simpler than the regression model.

2 Background

2.1 Vigilance and Engagement
Central to our work are the psychological topics of vigilance and
engagement. Vigilance refers to a person’s capacity to maintain
attention on a task over time. Maintaining attention gets more
difficult as time goes on andmental resources are depleted, a decline
termed the “vigilance decrement” [2, 12, 16, 19]. Investing physical,
cognitive, and emotional energy on a task is task engagement [4,
15]. The recent regression model showed how longer periods of
inactivity in students’ programming assignments yielded lower
engagement rates [1]. Our engagement model shows the vigilance
decrement as a function of an inactive period of time.

2.2 Time-On-Task
Time-on-task is the amount of time a student spent working on an
assignment, and has been studied since the 1970’s [6]. Leinonen
et. al. [8] noted that time-on-task is one of the most important
metrics that contribute to learning and achievement. Leinonen
et. al. [8] also found that fine-grained metrics performed better
than course grained metrics; for example Munson’s [13] method of
calculating time-on-task by subtracting the time from a student’s
first compilation event from the last may not work as well as Toll
et. al.’s [20] method of using a combination of keystrokes, mouse
movements, and other events. Toll et. al. were able to use their
additional levels of granularity to estimate different activities as
well as time-on-task, such as periods of time with mouse movement
but not keystrokes suggests reading or navigating, but not editing.

A difficulty with time-on-task is the difference between time
taken, and time spent engaged [6]. Judd found that given a 15
minute study period, students only spent 10 minutes engaged [3].
As technology continues to be more accessible, distractions become
easier and students may spend even more time disengaged. Ko-
vanovic et. al. argue that “time-on-task estimation, its issues, limits,
and reliability challenges warrant further consideration.” [6].

2.3 Thresholds
Thresholds are a popular way to make time-on-task estimates. In
keystroke data, thresholds work by including any latencies less
than the threshold in the time-on-task estimate, and ignoring any

latencies longer than the threshold. Using thresholds to determine
time-on-task estimates from keystroke data is a common practice;
however, what threshold is best is not straightforward, and may
be context dependant [8]. Kovanovic et. al. noted that many re-
searchers use a threshold and do not address the consequences of
that threshold [6]. Nevertheless, these approaches are as common
as their threshold values are haphazard. Suggested threshold values
range from 60 seconds [18] to 3 minutes [10] to 5 minutes [7] to 30
minutes [14] to one hour [5], and none of them were determined
from empirical data. Indeed, authors acknowledge this fact using
language such as “reasonable picture” [18], “assuming” [14], and
“would seem reasonable” [9].

Only one work has proposed a threshold even loosely based on
empirical data. Leinonen et al. [9] produced a curve showing the
number of work sessions given different threshold values and use
an argument somewhat akin to the elbow method to support a
10-minute threshold, though they nevertheless acknowledge signif-
icant uncertainty.

2.4 Empirically Determined Model of
Engagement

In a recent study, Edwards et al. installed software on students’
PyCharm IDEs that would periodically ask students if they were
working on their assignments when inactivity was detected [1].
Installing software directly on student computers allowed data
to be collected in a student’s natural working environment and
recorded behaviors as they happened. To query students, after each
keystroke a timer was started to count down from one of a set
of eight predetermined query times and if the timer reached zero
before the student pressed another key, the studentwas immediately
prompted to answer if they were working on their assignment or
not.

Edwards et al. built rates of engagement from student responses
for each query time, and then fit a generalized logistic curve to
yield an engagement function for the probability of engagement
given time since last keystroke. With this function, time-on-task
for an assignment could be estimated. To estimate time-on-task for
an assignment, for each latency between keystrokes in a student’s
assignment, if a randomly generated number is smaller than the
probability given by the engagement function for that latency, add
that latency to the time a student spent engaged with their assign-
ment. This method to estimate time-one-task was novel because
the probability of engagement was data driven and not arbitrary.

With their model they discovered many previously unknown
student behaviors. They found that after about 3 1/2 minutes of in-
activity, half of the students had disengaged from their assignments.
Students on average worked for 8.5 minutes on their assignments
before disengaging and half of the time returned to work after
between 1 to 4 minutes.

3 METHODS
This paper reports on two studies. In the first, which we call the
Reactive study, CS1 students were periodically prompted while
working on their computer programming assignments to self-report
if they were working on their assignment at the moment they
were prompted (Figure 1a). In the second, which we call the Slider
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(a) Reactive study

(b) Slider study

Figure 1: Screenshots of the prompts used in the studies.

study, CS1 students were similarly prompted but were given the
ability to report how long ago they thought their last keystroke
was, what percentage of that reported time was spent working on
their assignment, and how important any non-assignment related
thing they did during that reported time was (Figure 1b).

3.1 Prompts
PyCharm is the IDE required for students to use in the CS1 classes
we investigated. A plugin was developed for PyCharm that partici-
pating students installed that logged their keystrokes and prompted
them to answer questions about their engagement. After a random
period of inactivity (see Section 3.2), students were shown awindow
that prompted them to respond. In the Reactive study, the window
asked “What were you doing immediately before this appeared?”
Students would then choose one of the two responses to continue
their work: “Working on something related to my assignment” or
“Doing something else.” In the Slider study, the window gave three
sliders to respond and asked three questions: “Please estimate the
number of minutes since your last keystroke”, “Of those X minutes,
please estimate the percent that was spent working on your as-
signment”, and “How important do you consider the activities that
you did that were unrelated to the assignment?” Responses were
recorded within the same log as the keystrokes. Data was collected
in a student’s normal working environment rather than in a lab
setting which could change their behavior.

In the Reactive study, 96% of responses occurred within 10 sec-
onds of the prompt appearing, and 99% occurred within 60 seconds.
In the Slider study, 58% of responses occurred within 10 seconds
of the prompt appearing, and 99% occurred within 60 seconds. We
do not consider the time a student took to respond to a prompt
important because the prompt was asking what they had been do-
ing during the break that they had just finished, and not what they
were doing after being prompted. Response time to our prompts
is likely more indicative of student familiarity with the prompts
than engagement; the first time a student saw a prompt they may
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Figure 2: Comparison of Edwards et al.’s [1], our Reactive,
our Slider, and our all/none Slider data (section 4). Elapsed
time uses a log scale.

take more time to understand what it was asking them to do. In
the Slider study, students may have taken longer because of the
additional work of adjusting the sliders.

3.2 When to Prompt
Both of our studies used the same method to determine when to
prompt a student: after each keystroke, apply a 70% chance that the
keystroke will qualify to show a prompt. If the keystroke qualifies
then use the amount of time since the previous keystroke to find the
probability that a prompt should be shown using the Cumulative
Density Function (CDF) used by Edwards et al. [1]. Then randomly
generate a number, and if it is lower than the probability, query the
student. Informally, after a student does not type for a while they
may be prompted after their next keystroke.

3.3 Participants
Students in a mid-sized university in the United States were given
the opportunity to participate in our study. Students were not of-
fered any compensation. In the Reactive study, 62 students par-
ticipated in our study across 8 assignments. In the Slider study,
30 students participated across 10 assignments. This represents a
six-fold increase in the number of participants over Edwards et
al.’s study. Both the Reactive and the Slider studies were conducted
under review and approval of our university’s ethics review board.

4 RESULTS
In the Reactive study, 365 assignment submissions were collected
from our 62 participants. On task, engaged, responses to the queries
totaled 970. Off task, disengaged responses to the queries totaled 951.
In the Slider study, 271 assignment submissions were collected from
our 30 participants. The estimated break duration slider defaulted
to 0 minutes. If the student did not change this slider, the response
was discarded. We collected 883 responses and discarded over half,
leaving 396 usable responses.
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When comparing engagement rates between our Reactive study
and Edwards et al.’s [1] we found a higher rate of engagement in
general. See Figure 2. A possible reason for the higher engagement
rate is student misunderstanding because of our revised prompting
methodology. In the original study [1], students would be prompted
at the query time, and may not see or respond to the query very
quickly. In our Reactive study the prompt was only shown after
the student began typing again, which means the student would be
interrupted immediately after pressing a key and see the prompt as
soon as it was shown. An interrupted student may feel that since
they had just typed a key that they were obviously on task. Our
prompts asked what students were doing immediately before they
saw the prompt, and students may have responded with what they
had literally just done – pressed a key – and not with what we were
interested in – what they did during their break. Our second study,
Slider, asked students to estimate the percentage of time they were
on task. When students were given the chance to estimate how
long their break was, they may have understood our intent better.
The slider study data shows a lower engagement overall, but shows
more noise due to a smaller sample size.

4.1 Model of Engagement Rate
A difference between our model and prior work is the continuous
elapsed time variable of queries instead of a discrete set of query
times. A continuous elapsed time variable gives us many options
to use when determining the vigilance decrement curve (Figure 2):
time scaling bins (e.g 1 minute, 2 minute, 4 minute), rolling averages,
or equisized bins. Time scaling bins defined arbitrary times to bin,
and led to bins with wildly varying observation counts. Rolling
averages introduced noise when used with binary responses. Ten
equisized bins were used for the Reactive study because they limited
noise and provided equal support for each bin. Six equisized bins
were used for the Slider study because of the reduced sample size.
Each query response fits in the nearest bin that has a smaller or
equal elapsed time than the query.

Conceptually, as elapsed time increases, the engagement rate
should start at 100% and go to 0%. That is, after zero seconds from
the last keystroke, the student would have a 100% probability of
being on task, and after infinite time, the probability of engagement
would be 0%. Student responses may be biased towards higher en-
gagement rates as discussed in Section 5.2. Edwards et al. suggested
an adjustment for bias and used a generalized logistic curve to fit
the corrected data because it has a higher and lower asymptote. We
also use the generalized logistic function, but instead of correcting
the data we define the top asymptote as 1.0 and the bottom asymp-
tote as 0.0. We then fit the curve to our sampled data. See Figure 3.
The generalized logistic function fit to our data is

𝑦 (𝑥) = 1
(1 +𝑄𝑒−𝐵 (𝑥−𝑀) )1/𝑣

(1)

with 𝑄 = 6604, 𝐵 = −4.99, 𝑀 = 0.01, 𝑣 = 58.32, and x equal to the
keystroke latency in minutes. With this model we can probabilisti-
cally classify a latency as engaged or disengaged.

4.2 Time-On-Task
Time-on-task for an assignment is determined using the following
method: for every keystroke, add the latency to the assignment’s
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Figure 3: Generalized logistic curve. The curve is fit using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [11]. Sampled data is from
the Reactive study.

time-on-task if the latency is less than 45 seconds (the lower bound
of our prompts) or if a randomly generated number between 0 and 1
is lower than the probability given by Equation 1. Using this method
with the 365 submissions we collected in the Reactive study, we
found similar statistics as Edwards et al.[1].

In the Reactive study, in which students could give only a yes
or no response as to whether they were on task, we found that
participants had a median engagement time of 9.6 minutes, or
209 keystrokes, before becoming disengaged. Our study shows
an increase from 8.5 minutes of engagement, or 163 keystrokes,
found in Edwards et al.’s study, possibly due to students only being
prompted after they begin typing after a break. Our study found
the same statistic as Edwards et al.’s study that most breaks last 1 to
4 minutes. An interesting statistic found in Edwards et al.’s study,
as well as ours, was that on average, students take breaks over 20
times during the course of a programming assignment. This pattern
of working and taking short breaks is an interesting phenomenon,
and what students do during such short breaks is an important
question for future work.

4.3 Partially On-Task Responses From Slider
Study

In the Slider study, we found that some breaks that are mixed i.e.
students were on task for part of the time; however, most responses
– 65% – were either 0% or 100% engaged, which we call an all/none
response. Figure 2 shows the difference between using all responses
compared to using just the all/none responses. The default value for
the percentage of on time-on-task was 50%. Of the 396 responses
in the Slider study, 11% left the slider at the default value. Keepring
their responses had the effect of smoothing the engagement rate
curve towards 50% probability of being on task (Figure 2). As we
show in Section 4.4, removing all responses that weren’t all/none,
resulted in engagement curves within error bounds of using all of
the Slider study data.

4.4 Error Bounds
Determining how well an individual’s engagement is modeled can-
not be done directly with keystroke data. We instead determine
how well different groups are modeled using a method known as
cross validation. Cross validation is commonly used in machine
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Figure 4: Comparison of the standard deviation of error be-
tween Reactive study and Edwards et al.’s data. The Reactive
study results in smaller error.

learning where data is divided into two groups, usually called the
training and test groups. A model is built on the training set and
tested on the test set. Data division and model building is done
multiple times and an error estimate can be determined either by
how much the model changes or by how well the model fits the test
data across trials. For our purposes we randomly removed half the
students from the data and then determined how well that half of
the students fit the entire data set to measure the error. Repeating
this many times showed how sensitive the engagement rates are
to individual differences in behavior. After repeating this process
1,000 times on our Reactive data and Edwards et al.’s [1] data, we
were able to see that our Reactive data had significantly less error.
See Figure 4. We collected 1,921 responses where Edwards et al.
collected 424; we suggest our larger sample size accounts for the
improved error bounds.

Students are more likely to be on task with very short breaks and
more likely to be off task with very long breaks. At engagement
rates near 50% is where we expect to see the most error. Standard
deviations show where most student’s engagement rates will be
and an inspection of the size of the standard deviation indicates that
error increases as the engagement rate nears 50%, and decreases as
engagement approaches 100% or 0%. See Figure 4. Most students’
behavior will be within 10% of the sampled data. On occasion a
student may exhibit outlier behavior, but this is to be expected with
human behavior.

4.5 Thresholds Vs. Regression Model
Thresholds, i.e., “a student is on task if their inactivity is below
t seconds.” are common in the time-on-task estimation literature.
Figure 5 shows how much student time-on-task predictions change
when using different thresholds. The chosen threshold can greatly
affect the time on task estimate, emphasizing Kovanoic et. al.’s call
for “more caution when using time-on-task measures” [6]. If a re-
searcher chooses a short threshold, they will find significantly lower
time-on-task estimations than if they used a longer threshold. What
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Figure 5: Time-on-task estimates for Reactive data using dif-
ferent estimation methods. Thresh1 uses a 1-minute thresh-
old, Thresh3 uses a 3-minute threshold, etc. gLogistic uses
the Reactive model described in section 4.2.

surprised us the most was the similarity between our model and
the 5-minute threshold. We found that our model and the 5-minute
threshold predict similar time on task with no significant difference.
We suggest that educators consider using the 5-minute threshold
for time-on-task estimates instead of our probabilistic model be-
cause of its simplicity. For research, our model is more suitable as
it provides probabilities that students were engaged during a break,
giving greater flexibility for analysis. We do caution that our model
was built with data from CS1 classes at our university, and we do
not know how well our model or the 5-minute threshold generalize
to other contexts.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Sampling
We used the same CDF as the Edwards et al. [1] study to achieve
uniform sampling across time. With our error bounds in the Re-
active study we can also show that individual behaviors are most
different when the average engagement rate approaches 50%. We
discovered that data when engagement rates are nearing 100% or
0% are not as varied; the error is small, showing most students are
behaving similarly.

5.2 Bias of Responses
In the Edwards et al. [1] study an adjustment to the data was sug-
gested due to the non-zero asymptote found in their data, which
should be zero. In our Reactive study, we similarly found a lower
asymptote of around 10%. Rather than correct the data, we fixed
a lower asymptote of zero to the regression curve and then fit it
to the data. We argue that this adjustment is appropriate because,
conceptually, the lower asymptote should be zero, and so student
responses are not completely accurate. We consider two cases in
which student responses are likely not accurate: (1) students may
not answer honestly or (2) students may have only worked a short
time just before they answered the query. First, students answer-
ing dishonestly should not come as a surprise; some students may
want to appear diligent and hardworking, and answer in a way that
makes them seem that way. For example, in the Reactive study, we
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found 15 students who responded on task to a prompt after a break
over an hour, including 3 that never once responded as being off
task after an hour. Second, students may have been disengaged for
most of their break, but before they began typing they re-engaged.
When seeing the question, “What were you doing immediately
before this appeared?“, the answer is obvious: they had just done
something for their assignment – they pressed a key! The goal of
our prompt is to discover if they were engaged during the break,
and these students may have misunderstood. For example, in the
Slider study, when given the ability to respond with what ratio of
their break was spent engaged or not, some students still responded
as 100% engaged even after very long periods of time.

It is impossible to tell which responses were dishonest and which
were misunderstood. In either case, at low latencies of around 45
seconds, students were probably on task anyways and did not bias
the data much, requiring little correction; however, at higher la-
tencies, around 30 minutes, inaccurate answers likely biased the
data more because students were most likely not on task when
they answered as being on task. We currently have no suitable
way to determine how much to correct our data so we defined the
lower asymptote as zero and let the model determine the correc-
tion automatically. We considered other possible corrections, but
ultimately decided that any other correction we made would be
asserting arbitrary opinions onto the model.

5.3 Study Fatigue
We found that over the course of the semester students interacted
less with the sliders (closing the dialog without adjusting the break
duration). At the beginning of the semester students interacted
with 74% of the dialogs. Over the course of the semester students
continually interacted with less of the dialogs shown, and at the
end only interacted with 26% of the dialogs. This decline in partici-
pation may show that the sliders became either too annoying or
burdensome as the course progressed. Our prompts were designed
to not distract students too much, but the decline in participation
may show that giving students sliders to respond to dialogs is too
distracting.

5.4 Threats to Validity
As discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3, bias of responses and study
fatigue may skew our results. Our studies required students to
opt-in and may suffer from self-selection bias. As noted in our
discussion on generalizability, our data was drawn from one school
over the course of two terms of CS1. Thus, we encourage replication
in other courses and institutions. Also, students may have felt that
they were being observed through logged keystrokes and queries,
and exhibited different behaviors than they otherwise would, the
so-called Hawthorne effect [17].

5.5 Time-On-Task Estimates
Wehave shown that for time-on-task estimates in the CS1 courses in
our study, our regressionmodel and the 5-minute threshold perform
similarly. Replications of our study in different contexts could show
how well the 5-minute threshold performs in different contexts,
and to what extent it is generalizable for time-on-task estimates.
Assignment length may be a context that changes student behavior

– shorter assignments may encourage student to stay on task longer
to ”just get it done“ – and changes the appropriate threshold to use.

Kovanovic et. al. called for researchers to take caution when
choosing time-on-task measures, and we have given a method to
help researchers choose the appropriate threshold or model for their
context [6]. To help researchers gather data easier, we have pub-
lished the Time On Task plugin to the JetBrains plugin marketplace
for use in JetBrains products like PyCharm and IntelliJ. Also avail-
able is the Python code to build the model and compare thresholds
at https://edwardsjohnmartin.github.io/Scripts/index.html

6 CONCLUSIONS

Measuring time-on-task of computer programming students no
longer needs to be the irksome task that so often uses glossed-
over methods. This study, combined with that of Edwards et al. [1],
gives evidence that we can accurately and robustly measure the on-
task behavior of students while programming. These studies have
focused on CS1 students at a mid-sized university in the United
States, but the techniques and software used to collect data can
be used in any context by any researchers interested in creating
models specific to their context or, better yet, finding generalized
models.

A past criticism of using keystroke data for measuring time-
on-task is that students are often on task even when they’re not
physically programming. Students may be reviewing notes, de-
signing a solution, or searching the internet for help. This study
models those behaviors as well, since students self-report engage-
ment of any kind. The non-programming on-task behavior likely
increases the error in our model, but as we’ve shown in this paper
(see Figure 4) our regression model is reasonably robust. Among
this paper’s contributions, we consider the error analysis particu-
larly important. It puts time-on-task modeling on a firm statistical
footing that can only improve with refinements from future studies.
As importantly, it will hopefully inspire researchers and educators
to confidently use empirically based models. We caution that our
model may not be the right choice, as it has only been tested in our
context, but at least we have the tools to generalize.

We further caution that our model is not designed to model a
single student. Because of insufficient sample size, we have not done
an analysis of how the model varies across individual students. It
seems intuitive that behavior will vary across students, as some
students will spend more time thinking, others will tinker with the
code, others will design on paper, and others will consult notes and
the internet. While our model cannot resolve individual student
behaviors (an important task for future work), it can give reasonable
and reliable estimates in the aggregate.

We conclude by revisiting the happy finding that a 5-minute
threshold performs reasonably well in our context in the aggregate.
If all this paper has done has been to return back to an existing
approach, one could ask what value our work adds. The answer is
that we are no longer blindly using an arbitrary threshold. Rather,
we can now confidently use a threshold (among the many proposed
thresholds) that is based on empirical evidence.
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